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It would be wrong to kick off with anything other than a 
welcome to those pubs and clubs newly attached to our 
Branch. I have already been to a couple of excellent pubs in 
Gillingham, The Dolphin and The Phoenix. If you are related 
to the any of the 22 hostelries listed later in this edition, be 
it as the owner/landlord/landlady or as a customer then 
we at the Giant Dongle would be only too pleased to pop 
in and make your acquaintance – why not tell us about 
yourselves and/or reach out to the whole of the Branch by 
taking out an advertising space?

I have often spoken about trips and events – so many to 
remember but I must give a “Shout Out” to ““Thursty” 
Thursday” organised by a couple of CAMRA members 
in East Dorset. First Thursday of the month from noon 
onwards sees a gathering at The Hourglass adjacent to 
New Milton Station. CAMRA members from four different 
branches were among the 25 or 30 so enjoying a pint or 
two when I showed my face.

Taking a lead from their successful venture, a number of 
us in Bridport who regularly get out and about are putting 
a toe in the water and extending a welcome to what is 
currently called “Wet Wednesday”. The date is 20th July 
from one o’clock in The Woodmans, South Street, Bridport. 
Do pop in and if you are a CAMRA member unknown to 
me then a pint is on me – even better, if you want to join 
CAMRA there and then it may even stretch to a couple! 
Being close to the border CAMRA members from Somerset 
and East Devon often join us.

Next stop for me – Woodfest – 60 ales drawn from the 
wood.

Enjoy your summer John Parker
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“Didn’t we have a luvverly time the day we went to Maltings”?

(Apologies to Steeleye Span)

You can say what you like about Richard (and a lot of people do) but he does know how 
to organise a decent trip be it local or further afield like the recent trip to Newton Abbot 
for the SIBA Maltings beer festival.

Richards trips get booked up pretty fast so you need 
to be on the ball and keep an eye on the local West 
Dorset CAMRA website or FB page. Even better 
would be to join CAMRA and get notifications via 
e-mail.

This festival has a competitive side being one of a 
number of regional heats organised by the Society of 
Independent Brewers (SIBA) in order, each January to 
pick the champion beers of Great Britain. This year, apart from the overall podium, there 
was a different judging format whereas instead of awarding a Gold, Silver and Bronze in 
each category and then choosing the overall winner, each category had a gold but then 
several silver and bronze awards. Personally I think that the new system devalues the 
competition as in the past a “bronze” meant you finished third but under the new method 
a “bronze” could be anywhere from about 6th to 10th. Perhaps that was why I was not 
invited to judge this year!

Traditionally, Dorset brewers have done very well in 
the competition but this year was a less successful 
one. The overall gold and silver awards went to 
Cheddar Ales. unfortunately it is unlikely that you will 
see them any time soon in a pub in West Dorset as 
Cheddar Ales are a small concern supplying outlets 
within a 30 mile radius of Cheddar and do not use 
wholesale distributors.

Jolly Boys (and Girls) Outing

Come on, lets get this bus on the road

where do I start?

starting to get busy
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Could be an excuse for a trip up to Cheddar, taking in the Wedmore Real Ale Festival 
(second weekend of September) and a visit to Roger Wilkins cider barn. (I feel a long 
weekend coming on).

I asked Richard whether he had a favourite beer of the festival or if anyone else had given 
rave reviews but he tells me that for him, there were not any stand out beers and had 
called in on the Ropemakers on the way home for a Tally Ho!

A list of the main awards is set out below. (Photos Richard Gabe) 

John ParkerCASK BEERS
Overall Champion of the Cask Competition  
 BREWERY BEER ABV
GOLD Cheddar Ales Piney Sleight 4
SILVER Cheddar Ales Totty Pot Porter 4.4
BRONZE Salcombe Belgica 5

CATEGORY WINNERS   
SESSION DARK BEER Cheddar Ales Totty Pot Porter 4.4
BRITISH DARK BEER Castle Brewery  Cornish Stuggy Stout 4.6
BRITISH BITTER Teignmouth Portside 4.3
BRITISH BEST BITTER Bays Devon Dumpling 5.1
SESSION PALE ALE Cheddar Ales Piney Sleight 4
 Powderkeg Ripple effect 4.2
SPECIALITY LIGHT BEER Salcombe Belgica 5
SPECIALITY AMBER TO DARK BEER Epic Beers – 3d Beer Craic on! 5
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In February of this year a weeklong celebration of Dorchester’s association of brewing 
and distilling heritage took place. It was co-ordinated by “Discover Dorchester” part of the 
town council that helps promote tourism in Dorchester. Amongst others, events included 
a talk in Tom Browns by Kate Adie the former BBC war correspondent, Gin tasting from 
Fordington Gin, an open day at Copper St brewery, a talk by Jeremy Pope in the museum 
and Dorset ales featuring all week in the Convivial Rabbit.

On the whole the event was well supported and only slightly marred by the horrendous 
weather of Saturday the 19th. For my involvement in the event as an unpaid CAMRA 
volunteer I came up with the idea of creating an historical record of every real ale on sale 
in Dorchester on the Saturday of the 19th. This in turn meant a combination of driving and 
walking to every pub/club and brewery in Dorchester and keeping an inventory of what 
was on sale starting at 12.15pm in the Victoria Hotel and finally finishing at 14.11 in Tom 
Browns with my only drink of the day from Hattie Browns brewery, HBA while listening to 
a talk on Kombucha by Emma Davies formally of Gyle 59/ Mighty Hop fame.

In the 22 possible outlets there was a total of 42 different cask ales available out of a total 
of 54

VENUE REAL ALES
The Victoria Hotel Ringwood Razor Back
Georgie Porgies (ex The Cornwall) No real ale.
Bakers Arms Ringwood Best Bitter (Razor Back), Fortyniner, Thwaites Wainwright &  
 Banks Amber
Trumpet Major Jennings Cumberland Ale & Marston’s Pedigree
Vivo Lounge No real ale.
Brewhouse & Kitchen B&K Nine Stones, Station Master & Cerne Giant
Copper St Brewery tap Copper St, Wessex Knarr, Egbert Stone & Scramasax Pale
Colliton Club St Austell Tribute & Cornish Best, Gritchie English Lore
Sydney Arms Ringwood Razor Back
Poet Laureate London Pride, Bath Ales Gem, Otter Bitter, St Austell Tribute
Duchess of Cornwall Hall & Woodhouse Fursty Ferret, Best Bitter & Tanglefoot
The Junction Ringwood Razor Back, Courage Directors & Wychwood Hobgoblin Gold
Hardy’s No real ale.
The Last Post No real ale.
Trinity Club Greene King IPA & Speckled Hen
Convivial Rabbit Hattie Browns HBA & Crow Black Porter, Windward Dorset Breeze,  
 Brewers Folly Single Hop IPA
Royal Oak Greatnewsome Holderness Dark. Ruddles Best Bitter, Sharp’s Doom Bar,  
 Greene King Abbot & Harviston Bitter & Twisted.
Old Ship Ringwood Razor Back
Kings Arms Copper St Saxon Gold, Otter Bitter & Piddle Bent Copper.
Blue Raddle Cerne Abbas Gurt Coconut’s Rum Stout, Otter Bitter, St. Austell Tribute &  
 Dartmoor Jail Ale
Goldie’s Wychwood Hobgoblin Gold, Courage Directors, Ringwood Best (Razor  
 Back), Wells & Young’s London Special.
Tom Browns Copper St Platinum Blonde, Hattie Browns HBA, Southbourne   

 Headlander, Gyle 59 Milk Stout.

Rich Gabe

Dorchester Brewing 
& Distilling Celebration
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The revolution is already in full swing. Long gone are the days where cider was considered 
a cheap, high strength drink conjuring visions of the park bench rather than the dinner 
table, but perhaps what is most exciting about this renaissance is the return to the land 
that being a small scale cider maker demands.

Although currently under review, at present the duty system allows for the first 7,000 litres 
of cider made to be duty exempt, above which the entirety of the production is taxed at 
the same full rate as our multinational competitors, meaning that to expand, one has to 
increase production up to at least 25,000 litres a year for it to make any kind of financial 
sense. Whilst I could talk for hours about the absurdity of the tax system (don’t worry, I 
won’t) an interesting consequence is the proliferation of micro cideries, who quite often 
without orchards of their own, are turning instead to what has long been abandoned.

Traditional standard orchards, and by that I mean those which have been filled with trees 
grafted onto a rootstock that allows them to grow to full magnificence and planted with 
wide spacing between them, are quite simply havens for biodiversity. I consider them 
to be one of the rare examples where human kind is able to work with the rest of the 
natural world in absolute harmony. These amazing spaces, created by humans, provide a 
wonderful mosaic habitat for all sorts of creatures such as the incredibly rare noble chafer 
beetle, whose larvae live and depend on the decaying wood of older apple trees, as well 
of all manner of birds, bats, wild flowers and grasses. 

Sharing our harvest with deer, rabbits, 
squirrels and birds such as starlings and 
blue tits is par for the course but by only 
harvesting windfalls by hand we are able to 
select the ripest, best quality fruit as well as 
creating the least disturbance to the wildlife. 
Removing a good amount of the fruit from 
around the base of the apple tree during 
harvest is also beneficial to the tree and 
prevents a proliferation of nettles caused 
by over fertilisation of the apples roots. It’s 
enough that our backs and knees suffer 
during harvest but at the very least we like to 
spare our hands from stings!

In exchange for our toil in keeping the 
mistletoe in check and pruning the trees in 
the cold Winter months, we are rewarded 
with all sorts of treasure, for example, the 
majestic Knotted Kernel trees, tucked away in 
one traditional standard orchard we are lucky 
enough to harvest in; their fruit the colour of 
rubies, and the shape and size of cherries. 
This rare variety was thought to be lost until 

A Cider Renaissance – A Follow Up
(By A Professional Cider Maker This Time!)
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the 1980s when it was discovered growing in New Zealand, a supposition proven wrong 
by ourselves, when we found the afore mentioned 60 year old trees had been growing 
happily hidden here in Herefordshire all along! 

Many of the traditional orchards my partner, Tom, and I care for were planted in the 
1950s at a time when commercial cider producers were already beginning to shift to more 
intensively managed ‘bush orchards’ which, although being much more high yielding and 
easier to harvest from due to their dense planting and small stature, require herbicide and 
fungicide sprays to prevent mildew and other problems. In short, they are nowhere near as 
beneficial a habitat. Earlier this year, a report commissioned by the National Trust detailed 
how we have already lost an alarming 81% of our traditional standard orchards since the 
early 1900s due to changing land use to improved grassland, arable and urbanisation. 

My most sincere hope is that with the renewed and ever growing interest in natural 
cider, we might be able to begin to reverse the terrible damage done to our orchards. 
Even though the legal minimum juice content for cider is still only a disappointing 35%, 
it heartens me greatly to see that many more cider makers, (including ourselves)and in 
spite of the extra work, are choosing to make cider from nothing but apples, without the 
addition of sugar, water, sulphur or any other adulterants and all spontaneously fermented 
using wild yeasts. As well as tasting delicious, these natural ciders have the added benefit 
of using the largest possible amount of fruit, which in turn gives the orchard maximum 
financial purpose, increasing the chance of its survival for future generations.

In 2018 Tom and I began planting our own traditional standard orchard on our small 
holding in Herefordshire, full of trees grafted by ourselves from scion (one year old 
growth) collected from all over the country and even beyond. At present we have almost 
100 different varieties of apple in different stages of growth, with space for more to be 
added as we continue to discover interesting rare varieties. It will still be a few years 
before we are able to make a cider from our own fruit and we will probably be reaching 
retirement age by the time it has reached full maturity but by then I hope everyone will 
recognise cider for what it is; a delicious nectar, that takes immeasurable skill and hard 
work to make, that is of a low environmental impact and that speaks directly of the land 
from which it came.

In short, welcome this glorious liquid back onto your 
dinner table, plant an apple tree or three and join the 
cider revolution. Whilst biodiversity loss and climate 
change cannot be tackled with orchards alone, they 
are a jolly good place to start. Wassail!

Bio:

Lydia Crimp (Artistraw Cider) is a natural cider 
maker and artist who along with her husband Tom 
creates full juice, wild fermented ciders made solely 
of apples handpicked from traditional standard 
orchards on the Herefordshire/ Powys border. 

To find out more about their work head to  
www.artistraw.co.uk or to try their ciders  
call into the Woodman Pub in Bridport.
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The West Dorset Branch of CAMRA is a very successful one, extremely popular with its 
members and boasting a whole range of activities ranging from small social gatherings 
to major beer festivals raising many thousands of pounds for charity. It is with great 
pleasure that we welcome the arrival of a further 22 pubs, and clubs (set out below) into 
the Branch.

This is going to put a strain on those hearty souls who profess to visiting every pub in the 
Branch at least once a year but I am sure that they will cope.

I sincerely hope that the quarterly Branch Magazine “Giant Dongle” finds its way into your 
pub……..and that’s where you come in. It is already a giant undertaking (no pun intended) 
to produce and distribute the magazine and help is always welcome. If you can spare a 
little time to help out even in some small way then please let me know, my number is on 
page 3. If you are a CAMRA member I would be only too delighted to have a pint with 
you in your pub. 

I think that it is only a matter of time before Richard, the Branch social secretary organises 
a trip to DT10 and SP7/8

Just a personal view but managing such a large geographical area is not without its 
challenges and it may be time to revisit the Branch structure and put forward ideas for 
increased inclusivity to the Branch and the magazine – e.g. is Giant Dongle as a title still 
appropriate? ……Just idle thoughts. 

Blackmore Vale Inn Marnhull DT10 1JJ
Crown Marnhull DT10 1LN
White Horse Hinton St Mary DT10 1NA
Marnhull Royal British Legion Club Marnhull DT10 1PY
Green Man Kings Stag DT10 2AY
Trooper Stourton Caundle DT10 2JW
Stalbridge Royal British Legion Club Stalbridge DT10 2LH
Swan Stalbridge DT10 2LL
Stalbridge Arms Stalbridge Dt10 2NF 
Wriggle Valley Brewery Tap Stalbridge DT10 2SS
Coppleridge Inn Motcombe SP7 9HW
Red Lion Gillingham SP8 4AA
Phoenix Gillingham SP8 4AY
Wine Bar Gillingham SP8 4DZ
Dolphin Gillingham SP8 4HB
Gillingham Social Club Gillingham SP8 4HX
Buffalo Gillingham SP8 4NJ
White Lion Bourton SP8 5AT
Stapleton Arms Buckhorn Weston SP8 5HS
Crown Inn East Stour SP8 5JS
Kings Arms East Stour SP8 5NB
Ship Inn West Stour SP8 5RP

John Parker

Branch Expansion
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Starting where we left off in the Spring 2022 edition of the Dongle at The George Hotel 
lets retrace our steps back along South Street until we reach the small alley that leads to 
The Tanyard and follow this to Rope Walks. 

On the right-hand side is the Decorator Centre and the 
weed covered undeveloped patch opposite was the site of 
the Bakers Arms, this back street ale house closed in 1960 
and has remained like this since being demolished

Heading east along Rope Walks we pass the back door 
of the ropemakers but more of that in the next addition, 
we are heading for St. Michael’s Lane and the pub on the 
corner. The Hope and Anchor is another of the free houses 
in a town dominated by Palmers tied houses and very 
much open but on the opposite side of the road however, 
at number 28 stands the Phoenix, sadly closed and not 
risen from the metaphorical flames. 

Head on now along Tannery Road and past the bus station, at the junction is the White 
Lion, a Palmers pub which has recently reopened after a major refurbishment. The White 
Lion is also a good example of a Bridport pub which has been subject to various name 
changes having been called The Noah’s Ark, The White Lion, Tanners and then the White 
Lion again.

So far this article about lost pubs has consisted of one closed, one demolished and three 
open but if we pass the White Lion on the left and carry on along West Allington at 
number 19, we will be outside the Old Inn, the green coaching doors still displaying the 
pubs name.

A short walk further along this road and at number 59 was 
the Plymouth Inn. Legend says that the pub was haunted 
by either an odd-looking furry monkey or a cat that 
brushed against your legs. Carry on and at number 83 on 
the corner of Magdalen Lane stands an imposing looking 
building which might have once been the Buckle Hotel.

We now retrace our steps and at the roundabout leave West Allington and move into 
North Allington which at one time would have had six watering holes but sadly now only 
has one.

At number 46 was the Kings Arms, this grade II listed building was a former Palmers tied 
pub. It was refurbished around 2004/5 but sadly closed for good in 2008.

Evidence suggests that The Old Oak was at number 74 but the building is now split into 
two residences and has a cartouche over the doorway that says “Reform Place 1835” 
which was added to the building at that time. Its possible to assume that prior to its being 

The Lost Pubs of Bridport 
Part two – St. Michael’s Lane to North Allington
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used by workers in the hemp and flax trade 
No. 74 was a pub.

I can find no information regarding our next 
stop other than its name and address. The 
Auld Acquaintance was at number 106 and 
indeed still bears a plaque to tell us so.

The Boot Inn at number 124 was another 
of our more recent losses having closed in 
2007. Another Palmers tied house it was 
said to be the oldest pub in the town at one 
time. Competition from other pubs and the 
smoking ban were mooted as reasons to its 
closure.

The locals used to enter a float in the local carnival every 
year having constructed it in the car park. Its also another 
haunted pub with at least four apparitions in residence 
including a former customer who was shot in the head 
by a shotgun which went off accidentally when it was 
leant against the wall and a grey lady who appeared to 
customers who had been taken ill.

The name may have come from a type of leather jug used for filling tankards from the 
casks or tuns rather than footwear.

The Three Horseshoes at number 168 is 
another former licensed premises that 
I could find no information about other 
than the address. Interestingly it was one 
of three pubs in the area bearing the same 
name the others being at Powerstock and 
Burton Bradstock and both still open.

Our last stop on this journey is the 
Oddfellows Arms at number 172 and still 
very much open. Another Palmers tied 
house it is a proper locals ‘boozer’ run by 
their longest serving tenant.

I can remember visiting the pub from Chard back in the early nineties to play skittles 
against the local team one of whose members I worked with and had arranged a works 
challenge match. Can’t remember who won so it must have been a good night.

This concludes part two of the Lost Pubs of Bridport, look out for the last part in a future 
edition.

All information was taken from the public domain, the photographs are my own. 

Steve Crimp
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Welcome to a new feature that I hope to bring you with each Issue of The Giant Dongle. 
The plan is to visit and throw the spotlight on a Dorset brewery and by having a chat (and 
a beer) with the owner/brewer, hopefully giving you a better insight into each featured 
brewery and giving a platform for brewers to be as honest as they like.

First up this edition is Piddle Brewery, which is located on the old Piddlehinton army 
camp, now known as Enterprise Park. I spoke at length with brewery owner Ian Siddall 
& brewer Ian Stansbie over a pint of their deliciously hopped pale beer Cocky. For some 
readers Piddle beer may bring back bad memories of poor quality and inconsistency. The 
new people at the helm have addressed the issues of concern and things have certainly 
changed for the better. Time to cast bygones into Room 101 I think. 

I asked Ian Siddall to give readers a background into his involvement in the brewery and 
where he had stepped into the breach when things weren’t going too well.

He responded, “After working with the previous owners, I bought the business in 2016 
having had no experience in brewing - but a degree in Chemistry from Leeds university 
helped. At the time I will readily admit I under-estimated the reputation Piddle had in the 
cask market, and probably deserved.”

He continued; “What must be remembered is that much of the poor reputation was 
caused by the previous owners and in particular the previous brewers and staff. Initial 
improvements were made but the road to making good quality beer has been challenging. 
The real break though came at the end of 2018 when we got control of the temperature 
both in the fermenters and more importantly in the cellar. This allowed Piddle to move to 
better quality yeast.” (I believe they now use Nottingham yeast).

The brewer, Ian Stansbie, started with the business about the same time as Ian took over. 
While not an experienced brewer initially, his learning curve over the last few years has 
been a baptism of fire. Ian has been responsible for producing such excellent creative 
beers such as Californication; Brain Wave; Mad Hare and Summer Luvin, as well as 
upgrading the traditional beers of Piddle, Cocky and Slasher.

I mentioned to Ian that I noted that his son was now involved in the business and in 
confirming his sons involvement he pointed out that it provided a guarantee for the 
immediate future.

I then asked the brewer Ian Stansbie, that as I knew he’d been with Piddle brewery from 
the very early days through the rough and now the smooth what as a brewer, he could 
tell the readers he had done to make Piddle beers stand out for the better and whether 
he had recipes of his own creation.

Ian said “Subsequently, many of the recipes were reviewed and in all cases adjusted to 
produce a deeper more refined beer “ 

I mentioned to Ian Siddall that I saw him as a typical Yorkshireman unafraid to speak his 

Brewery Spotlight 
#1. Piddle Brewery
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mind, he laughed and interjected, “If you think I 
am then you have not met many Yorkshiremen!” 
I went on to say that knowing that in the early 
days of CAMRA he was a member of the 
Sheffield Branch and was always a cask ale 
drinker even though it meant not visiting pubs 
his keg only friends did, he must be pretty 
vexed when he heard negative comments from 
alleged CAMRA members on his beers and 
brands. 

 “This is true” he said, I even got some pubs in 
the Camra book. Bill Tidy and all!” 

I mentioned to Ian Stansbie that on my visit 
to the brewery I saw Kegs and Key Kegs, Cask 
and a lot of bottling going on. I also noticed 
a rather new looking conical fermenting tank 
which is associated with lager production and 
asked if the brewery was branching out into the 
burgeoning craft keg and lager scene. “Surely 
Real Cask Ale is the king of flavour” I said. I 
went on to say that I had also noticed that out 
of the original Piddle range only 3 of the cask 
products Cocky, Piddle & Slasher remained. My 
pint of Cocky was stunning and to be honest 
apart from the crystal clear clarity does not 
seem to have changed. I went on to ask “am I 
wrong and have you tweaked other recipes”?

Ian responded, “We have our own bottling line 
which allows us to make our own keg products 
as well. We produce two lagers, and a number 
of speciality keg products including Californication. A uS steam beer which is a beer 
made like a lager. Not to be confused with the horrible lager beer. 

Real ale gives the best the beer, but it requires it to be served correctly and many places 
simply don’t get the volume”.

In thanking the team for sparing the time, I asked where they wanted to be in the 
marketplace in a couple of years and whether they had anything more that they wanted 
to add.

Ian Stansbie was positive “We are growing fairly rapidly. The immediate aim is to get 
CAMRA frequented pubs to start recognising our products for the quality they are”.

Piddle brewery beers are widely available in Dorset & Hampshire free-houses’s and 
have an ever expanding market. They also can be found in bottled form in off-licences, 
delicatessens and craft food shops. . 

Rich Gabe

Ian (Stansbie), Cameron & James.  
Seated, Ian (Siddall)
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 12, The Moor 
Puddletown 
Dorchester 
DT2 8TE 

01305 848228 

RESTAURANT       BAR       GARDEN 
Roly and Helen invite you to come and enjoy fresh home 

cooked food with locally sourced ingredients every day from 
12.00 noon to 2.30pm & 6.00pm to 9.00pm 

and Sundays from 12.00 noon to 4.00pm 
with our delicious roast available 

Take away menu available Monday to Thursday 6.00-9.00pm 
All menus on our website — booking advisable 

www.thebluevinny.co.uk 
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We arrived about 10am and were greeted with tea and 
coffee. The brewers, Ian and Ewan, had thought of a 
new brew for the day and began getting the grains 
together for the wort; 50 kilos golden promise pale 
malt, 10 kilos each of aromatic and pilsner malt, 5 kilos 
of dextrin, all boiled for one hour at 75c. Several of us had a go at stirring the wort with 
a very big wooden spoon to get it well mixed. After that we had breakfast of coffee, tea 
and buns, plus some beer tasters, and got to know each other. 

Then we learnt what the unusual ingredients were going to be: ginger and hibiscus flowers. 
The 3 kilos of ginger root had already been chopped up and a kilo of dried hibiscus with 
a lovely scent. After breakfast we tasted the wort which is very similar to Horlicks! Then 
it was transferred to the copper and we had the task of taking the grains out of the mash 
tun. It gets scraped out and into big bags, which is a hard job especially when the smallest 
person climbs inside to get out the remains of the barley! Not me fortunately! 

Lunchtime approached and we were treated to a lovely buffet catering to all tastes, plus 
more beer tasters, and we could purchase whatever we wanted from the bar. After lunch 
the hops were added: first were centennial pellets, which are the main hop; the ginger 
root was added 20 minutes later; and the other two hops – mosaic and Idaho – put in last 
with the hibiscus flowers. The smell of brewing filled the pub, hopefully enticing people in! 

After another boil, we all had tasters of the half finished product to test the colour and 
taste. Ian was disappointed that it hadn’t the pink hue he had thought the hibiscus would 

produce. We were all trying to think of 
suitable names for the brew, such as pink 
lady or pink and ginger. The liquid was put 
through the heat exchanger to reduce the 
temperature to 25c before adding the yeast. 
And that was us done. Later the finings are 
added which, in the case of B & K, are made 
from seaweed, so are purely vegetarian. 

The left over grains are made into cattle 
cake; and I took on a bag for my vegetable 
patch after being told by a fellow brewster 
that they are very good for the soil. (Actually 
my dog ate some which didn’t agree with 

Women’s Day 
Brewsters

March 8th is International Women’s Day on which 
Brewhouse and Kitchen invite the ladies in to try 
their hand at a bit of brewing. The Dorchester B 
& K had fourteen keen brewsters, including three 
West Dorset CAMRA members: Marjorie Tait, 
Linda Brunning and myself.
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her as she brought them up – luckily 
they weren’t alcoholic yet!) 

A few weeks later we were invited back 
to try our brew. The name is Red and 
Ginger IPA, 5.5%. We thought it was a 
bit too gingery, but the hibiscus flavour 
was there, and a slight pink colour. 
Ian had decided on dry hopping with 
more Idaho to make more of an IPA – 
or perhaps that should be APA. B & K 
donate much of the profit to charity.

Any women who would enjoy a day of 
learning the brewing trade will have a 
great day out – it may even encourage 
some to take up brewing themselves.

Alex Bardswell Images by Marjorie Tait

Branch Contacts
Chairman 
Dave Harris  
01305 772 286  
dave@camrawdorset.org.uk

Secretary & Branch Contact 
Tony Egerton  
01305 789 906  
tony@camrawdorset.org.uk

Membership Secretary 
Kelvin Nicholson 
01305 821 899 
membership@camrawdorset.org.uk

Treasurer 
Alastair Tillotson  
01305 269 427

Social Secretary & 
Publicity Officer 
Rich Gabe  
07771 903 868 
rich@camrawdorset.org.uk

 
Pubs Officer 
Andy Redding  
07795 297 297 
pubsofficer@camrawdorset.org.uk

Giant Dongle Editor 
Alex Scrivener  
07917 263 681 
gdeditor@camrawdorset.org.uk

Website 
www.camrawdorset.org.uk

Facebook.com/westdorsetcamra

Twitter 
@westdorsetcamra

Trading 
Standards
If you have a dispute 
with a pub such as failing 
to serve full measures, 
beer strengths, spirit 
substitution or food 
descriptions and you are 
unable to resolve this 
informally on the spot, 
CAMRA encourages you 
to report it to Trading 
Standards. 

To get advice about a 
dispute with a pub and 
to report it to Trading 
Standards please contact 
the Citizens Advice 
Consumer Service visit 
www.adviceguide.org.uk 
or phone 03454 040506.

West Dorset Branch

campaign for real ale
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For many of us we take for granted that a short stroll to ones local is all part of the tradition 
of visiting a pub and then the walk home at the end of the session. Perhaps a drive out to 
a country pub for a pint and a meal; but not for Dorchester based West Dorset CAMRA 
member Bruce Mead who I think you may agree takes a walk to the pub to the extreme, 
as a walk to the pub could mean a yomp in excess of 20 miles. I caught up with Bruce one 
evening to have a chat over a couple of beers to find out what motivates and drives him.

The first thing I asked was “when did you start long distance pub walks and why?”

BM: “Basically it all started in 2012 with a charity walking challenge that I took part 
in alongside work colleagues, which we quickly realised then that we all had a common 
ground of liking pubs so we would quite often end up visiting pubs on the walks”.

Bruce likes walking anyway be it with family or going on dog walks so I asked if any of his 
family shared the same passion for walking to the pub.

BM: “No”, he laughs “they think I’m a little mad. I am happy to walk alone but in the 
past have been joined by other CAMRA members like Dave Harris (the younger) and Alan 
Fowler. This usually happens in conjunction with CAMRA branch meetings”.

RG: “Yes I remember you and Dave walked from Dorchester to Lyme Regis which is 
pretty hardcore by anyone’s standards, how long did it take and approximately how many 
miles did you cover?”

BM: “It took us about 11 hours; we stopped off at 3 pubs along the way for refreshment 
and covered around 27 miles. When I tie in a walk to a branch meeting I always make sure 
there’s a seat in a car for the journey home”

RG: “I’m sure readers will agree that takes stamina and determination, how do you 
prepare yourself for such feats; you must have a bit of kit”?

BM: “I try and keep things simple, a comfortable pair of shoes just like soft leather 
boot style trainers, I don’t wear bespoke walking boots, always carry water, a snack and 
basic medical kit, oh and a physical map just in case my phone app doesn’t work or my 
battery runs low. And a big one is check out the weather forecast prior to starting, I don’t 
mind the odd shower as rains all part of the parcel but torrential rain is a no-no; it has to 
be fun”.

RG:  “Surely when on a long walk even though it’s great to sample beers in countryside 
pubs and not need to worry about driving you have to be careful of alcohol intake”?

BM: “Yes indeed, I usually aim to walk about 3 miles an hour as Dorset is very hilly and 
visit 3 or 4 pubs on a walk .I only drink a half in each pub and a lot of water”

A yomp to the local  
with Bruce Mead

As interviewed by Rich Gabe
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At this point I felt it was time 
to ask the question-why? As 
some readers might think 
this obsessive, bordering on 
extravert behaviour.

BM: “It’s all about seeing 
how far I can push my limits 
and endurance; it’s also very 
good for mental health. You 
see things that you may not 
see if travelling in a car and 
can take time out to see the 
beautiful Dorset countryside, 
for instance I walked out to 
the Fox Inn at Antsy and 
realised I had enough time to 
walk across to Plush before 
being picked up. As you walk 
across the hill you see the 
Dorsetshire gap which give stunning views across to the coast, you can’t see that view in 
a car”

RG: “So your walks are quite rural have you ever walked somewhere only to find the 
pub shut or got partway into a walk and had to give up”?

BM: “My walks are not always long distance sometimes I may just do a circular walk to 
upwey then back, I usually phone in advance to check the said pub is going to be open 
as I remember in the summer of 2021 I caught the bus to Bridport to walk the old railway 
line to Maiden Newton and on arrival at the Crown, uploders it was closed due to storm 
damage the previous day; as for giving up a simple no”

RG: “You must need to be quite fit to do this sort of thing and I guess the walking 
burns off excessive beer calories. Do you intend to walk to all Cask ale pubs in West 
Dorset?

BM: “You burn off thousands of calories on a long walk; my aim is to visit all Cask ale 
pubs in West Dorset within 5 years. By the time you publish this article I will have walked 
to Long Burton via Cerne Abbas and Middlemarsh for our May CAMRA meeting. My aim 
is to walk this summer to the Squirrel at Laymore I think Dave is planning on joining me, 
it’s around 32 miles. Though one to look forward to in 2023 is the White Lion at Bourton, 
one of the pubs recently adopted by the Branch, I’m planning on walking to the pub in the 
next village of Zeal’s which is in Wiltshire!”

RG: “Bruce it’s been really inspiring listening to you, any advice or anything you would 
like to close on for someone thinking of taking up pub walking”?

BM: “Be confident you can get there and get home, wear suitable clothing and prepare 
yourself in advance. Above all enjoy it especially if you have a dog, check out CAMRA’s 
WhatPub? Website for dog friendly pubs”.

Rich Gabe

Bruce about to depart the White Horse, Litton Cheney for Burton 
Bradstock



THE BRIDGE INN
PRESTON, WEYMOUTH, DT3 6DB 

01305 833380

REAL ALES FRESH FOOD
CAR PARK BEER GARDEN

LIVE MUSIC (SAT)
QUIZ SUNDAY + OPEN THE BOX

WINTER MEAL DEALS
10p per pint OFF WITH CAMRA CARD

Anne and Victor welcome you to enjoy 
real ales, craft ciders and homemade 
food at the restored and refurbished 
Rivers Arms. The traditional pub food 
‘with a twist’ can now be enjoyed 
outside on our wooden deck. We have 
daily specials on the blackboard at the 
bar as well as lighter fare. After a long 
campaign by the Village, Cheselbourne 
has got its pub back.

‘Good Honest food & beer at reasonable prices’  
The Dorchester Voice magazine

OPEN 11AM-11PM EVERY DAY.  
FOOD SERVED ALL DAY

01305 236586

www.theriversarms.co.uk

The Rivers Arms, Cheselbourne,  
Dorset, DT2 7NW

The Rivers Arms 
Cheselbourne Dorset
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This is what WE know about, if you have or you know of an event coming up then PLEASE 
let us know. We have included postcodes to enable the nominated driver to find events 
but many events are possible by public transport – check out the “Traveline” website.

It is advisable to check that an event is still going ahead before setting out.

June 17/18th Bridport Food and beer festival, Askers Meadow, adjacent to Morrisons, 
X51 and X53 bus from Dorchester and Weymouth

June 25th Hall and Woodhouse Dorset Beer Fest, Blandford St. Mary, DT11 9LS 
X12 bus from Weymouth and Dorchester stops outside but check 
frequency.

July 1st – 4th South Cider Festival, Bredy Farm, Burton Bradstock, DT6 4ND. 
X53 to Burton Bradstock then short walk. Camping available.

July 2nd  Lyme crawl, start @ Nags Head, Silver St. @ noon.X51 or X53. Alight 
at top of High Street, or for the less ambulant ask the driver for Kent 
House and walk back. RG.

July 13th 8 PM Branch meeting, Shaves Cross Inn, DT6 6HW. All welcome. No 
public transport but shared transport from Bridport. (JP 07769 511700) 
RG.

July 16th Skittles match Vs East Dorset branch. Lunchtime @ Tom Browns, High 
East Street, Dorchester. RG.

July 30th Weymouth crawl. Meet 5.30 @ Globe, East St. Westerners may have 
time for a couple before the last bus at 19.00. RG.

July 22/23 Lyme Regis big beer and music festival, Marine Theatre, DT7 3QB
(note change of date) X51 and X53 bus from Dorchester or Weymouth via Bridport

August 2nd-6th CAMRA Great British Beer Festival, Olympia

August 5th–7th Wimborne Beer Festival, Wimborne Showground BH21 3DQ 
For the intrepid! Train and bus No 3 from Poole gets you close!

August 10th 8 PM Branch meeting, Giant Inn, Cerne Abbas, DT2 7JF, all welcome 
No public transport at this time of day. RG. 

RG: Richard Gabe contact: rich.gabe1969@gmail.com 07771 903868  

Dates correct at time of going to print, for latest info visit www.camrawdorset.org.uk

See You There?

Check out “Thursty” Thursdays and Wet Wednesdays – see page 3 for details



Pub Crawls. Ale Trails & Half 
Marathons (Part Deux)
The ale trail in this edition takes me on a short trip by rail from Weymouth or 
Dorchester West a little way up The Heart of Wessex Line.

The ale trail in this edition takes me on a short trip by rail from Weymouth or Dorchester 
West a little way up The Heart of Wessex Line.

Since the last article I had a call from Alastair Wallace, a fellow long standing CAMRA 
member reminding me that in days past the then franchise owners of the line produced 
a leaflet showing the pubs that were walkable from the various stations on the line from 
Bristol to Weymouth. Not only that but they produced a passport to have stamped at 
each pub with a goodie bag as a prize when you had completed them all. I remember that 
they also produced a programme of summer walks between stations that always called in 
at least one or more inns along the way. unfortunately the franchise has been taken over 
and you cannot get as much as a printed timetable now. (though to be fair you are no 
longer transported in cattle trucks)

A timely reminder from Alastair as I had just completed a Saturday afternoon walk taking 
in four pubs along the way. A walk which I can heartily recommend.

The walk has to be carefully planned as the frequency of trains leave much to be desired 
especially if you are relying on getting to the starting point from West Bay. (Buses every 
two hours!)

I have not attempted to give a detailed guide to the route as anybody who knows which 
way up to hold a map can easily follow my rough sketch. All paths were walkable and it 
was noticeable that many stiles had been repaired.

Having walked into Bridport to meet the 9.15 bus I arrived in Dorchester at 10 with an 
hour and a half to kill – so what better place than to have breakfast than the Kings arms, 
and still have plenty of time to have a pint. I ignored the aptly named Legless Jester from 
Cerne Abbas and the Otter Bitter and went for the Copper Street Saxon Gold.

The train for Thornford, my starting point left Dorchester West at 11.23 (about 15 mins 
earlier from Weymouth). Thornford is a request stop so you need to contact the customer 
services assistant (I think they mean the guard).

The walk that I had planned took in the following pubs:
•	 The Rose and Crown, Bradford Abbas
•	 The Kings Arms, Thornford
•	 The White Hart Inn, Yetminster
•	 The Chetnole Inn, Chetnole

The walk from Thornford station to Bradford Abbas needs to be taken with care as it is 
mainly on a lane which can get quite busy. I have indicated an alternative route going 
direct to the Kings Arms at Thornford but why miss out on visiting a pub that’s charm is 
matched only by the ladies behind the bar. Never did a pint of London Pride go down so 
well, (the alternative was Doom Bar).
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Striking out in a S.E. direction I made The 
Kings Arms in about half an hour. This was 
by far the busiest of all the pubs and was 
very lively with a wide range of age groups. 
Beers on offer were Butcombe Original, 
Yeovil BST, and Black Tor New World IPA. 

Changing direction and moving off 
Southwards past the Post Office I made 
my way to Yetminster. This took about an 
hour but was punctuated by stops along 
the way to talk to allotment holders and to 
look around the charming hamlet of Beer 
Hacket. The White Hart offered me Bath 
Ales Gem or Proper Job – no competition 
as the Gem was fresh on.

Continuing South it took the best part of 
another hour to reach Chetnole. (I was 
slowing up a bit by then). The inn had 
cleared out a bit and only had two or three 
chatty locals in. Nonetheless I enjoyed their 
banter and would have stayed longer if I 
never had a train to catch, but not before 
sampling the Butcombe Liberation IPA 
which I chose ahead of Butcombe Rare 
Breed or Bombadier.

Be warned! It’s a good 20 minutes to 
Chetnole Halt and, also being a request 
stop you need to make sure the driver sees 
you.

Trains return from Chetnole at 16.24 or 19.25. The earlier train is really only feasible if you 
take the shorter route and miss out Bradford Abbas. Much better to make a summer 
afternoon of it and stay longer in each pub – after all, there were ten different ales en 
route and you can always return from Thornford or Yetminster if things get messy. Give it 
a go why don’t you?

John Parker

Thousands of pubs at your fingertips!

whatpub.com
Featuring over 
35,000 real ale pubs

Information updated 
by thousands of 

CAMRA volunteers

Over 96% of 
Britain’s real ale 

pubs featured

Created by CAMRA 
who produce the 

UK’s best beer 
& pub guide
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Following Gin Street’s light-heartedness, we now take a look at ‘Beer Street’.

Hogarth’s “Beer Street”, by contrast, is a picture of health and welfare in which cheerful 
and prosperous people go soberly and industriously about their business. The buildings 
are as well-preserved as the people – all except the pawn-broker’s: his house is tumbling 
down and the three-balled sign has almost fallen off. The rhyme beneath the engraving 
extols the benign drink that has brought about this pleasant state of affairs:

unfortunately “Beer Street” was largely wishful thinking, a utopian dream of what might 
be achieved if sobriety broke out. The houses of “Gin Lane” were closer to mid-eighteenth-
century reality.

In 1736 the Government attempted to improve things by introducing a Gin Act which 
slightly raised the tax. All this achieved was widespread rioting. The £50 licence for 
retailers was prohibitively expensive and so easily evaded that there is only evidence of 
two of these licenses being issued; the citizens concerned must have been of positively 
eccentric law-abidingness. It was not until 1751 that a real effort was made to control 
the evil. This time the tax was raised considerably and the sale of gin restricted. There 
followed a reduction in the consumption of spirits, but this was probably due less to 
legislation than to a steep rise in the price of grain and other fermentable materials which 
trebled the price of gin.

By 1758 one H. Jackson was writing in An Essay on Bread that “Beer, commonly call’d 
Porter, is almost become the universal Cordial of the Populace…”. This “universal Cordial” 
was first brewed by Ralph Harwood at Shoreditch in 1722. A popular drink at the time 
was a mixture called “three-threads”. There is some disagreement as to the precise 
constituents: whether it was one-third pale ale, one-third brown and one-third old; or 
pale, new brown and stale brown; or pale, brown and small; or pale, strong and twopenny. 
At any rate “three-threads” involved taking beer from three separate casks. This was 
obviously a troublesome business for the publican. Harwood’s new drink was, so to speak, 
ready mixed, a single beer combining the qualities of the three. From this it took the name 
“entire butt” or “entire”, It quickly won popularity with London porters, and thus acquired 
the name by which it was to become generally know – porter.

And the story of porter will continue in the next exciting issue of The Giant Dongle.

Alex Scrivener

Beer and Skittles - Richard Boston
These extracts are taken from Richard Boston’s wonderful book “Beer and 
Skittles”, first published by William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd Glasgow back in 1976. 
Although sadly now out of print it can occasionally be found on-line or in some 
good book shops (and probably some rubbish ones too). The copies I have 
bought recently set me back less than £1 a go – rather less than the postage 
charged to get them delivered!

Beer! Happy produce of our isle, 
Can sinewy strength impart, 

And wearied with fatigue and toil, 
Can cheer each manly heart.

Labour and art upheld by thee, 
Successfully advance, 

We quaff thy balmy juice with glee, 
And water leave to France,

Genius of health! Thy grateful taste 
Rivals the cup of Jove, 

And warms each English generous breast 
With liberty and love.



Mike Carter    
24 East Street, Weymouth Tel: 01305 786061
Dorset. DT4 8BN www.theglobeweymouth.co.uk

Good Beer Guide listed 2012 to 2022 inclusive

One of Weymouth’s few remaining traditional pubs

 

2 GREAT GEORGE STREET, WEYMOUTH DT4 8NN
thedoghouseweymouth@outlook.com    !!   01305 567134

Local & National Real Ales !!  Traditional Ciders  !!  Quality Wines

Local Gins & Other Spirits !!  Meads & Liqueurs !!  Prosecco !!  Bottled Beers
Traditional Snacks and Pub Games

NO Amplified Music, NO Jukebox, NO Fruit Machines,
NO Pool,  NO Darts,  NO Alcopops

 
 

www.weymouthmicropub.co.uk
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For many years I have travelled across the uK with various groups of like-minded adults, 
seeking out great beer in great pubs, and often combining this with a good walk. During 
“Lockdown” I decided to research train pub tours that would embrace some of the best 
pubs in the country. But how do you choose the best pubs?

I decided to use a simple mathematical approach, awarding points for a pub’s attributes.

Much of the information could be obtained from the Good Beer Guide (GBG). It soon 
became evident that some pubs were serial winners of Local POTY (Pub of the Year) 
awards. Some were regularly in contention for regional or last 16 or even National POTY’s. 
These should surely score more highly than just an entry in the GBG. Gradually, a fairly 
random, subjective points system emerged, over a very random time-span – 2013 -2021, 
my own continuous recent copies of the GBG! The other sources I used to provide data 
were CAMRA’s online “What Pub”, CAMRA’s lists of Nationally and Regionally Important 
Interiors, information from Branches’ websites, Wikipedia and even local newspaper 
articles. A word of advice to CAMRA and Branch officials – it would be useful if they could 
co-ordinate and create regularly updated lists of Local, Regional, last 16 and National 
POTY’s in their areas. The process was completed by entering the scores for each pub 
for each criteria of “value” and adding them up for a Total Score, which could be ranked. 
Now a way was clear to be able to select pubs on my rail super pub crawls. The system is 
illustrated in the table below, for an imaginary town called Nirvana.

You can readily see the importance of a NPW, NPRu or NP last 16 score to a pub’s total. A 
range of 28 to 158 stretches the choice and allows one to select the pubs one visits more 
confidently than just consulting the current copy of the GBG. The Kings Head and White 
Horse stand out, but if you wanted a third pub with a bit of character, then the Red Cow 
might be your choice.

The next phase was to plot potential rail tours which incorporated this information. Some 
pubs had such high scores that I simply had to include them and build itineraries around 
them. One such tour is my Trans-Pennine from Liverpool to Sheffield, visiting towns and 
cities en-route like St. Helens, Wigan, Preston, Clitheroe, Pendleton, Rochdale, Halifax, 
Bradford, Leeds, Dewsbury, and Barnsley. I applied the scoring system to each settlement 
in order to select which pubs to include.

I planned another train tour from Banbury to Ham (near Dursley in Gloucestershire), calling 
in at Oxford, Goring, Aldworth, Reading, Winchester, Salisbury, Bath, Bristol, Wotton-
under-Edge, Dursley and Ham. 

Finally, I consulted train timetables to determine how long a stay I could allocate to each 
selected pub, the cost, and where to stay overnight.

Yes, it was time consuming – but I am retired, it was Lockdown and I am a bit of a planning 
freak. The system could be improved by tinkering with the criteria and scoring system, 
and using a spreadsheet. Extending the time-period of data might be considered, but 
I doubt it would be useful, as the purpose is to visit pubs that are still operating and 

How to choose the best pubs to 
visit
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represent the best of what we have today.

My biggest problem now is to convince my old friends to accompany me on one of the 
tours. Rail fares, beer prices and accommodation have all rocketed from pre-Covid levels. 
Will our livers and bank accounts cope? Maybe I’ll have to do the tour with my wife.

I know some purists will tell me that you need to see a pub to “feel” its atmosphere, which 
a number can’t do. To some extent, I agree, but would reply that my system gives me a 
better chance of coming across such a pub. And I always talk to the “natives” when in a 
new town to see if I’ve missed something special. Then again, it’s always good to be able 
to say – “We’ve just come from there”!

For anyone interested in the two beer tours that I’ve researched so far, I am prepared to 
divulge to you the pubs and the rail stops, timing and suggested accommodation. Be 
aware that one or two really special pubs require a taxi ride from a railway station. Both 
tours can be done in 3 days. Contact me on bernardjbrindle@gmail.com

Happy rail pub tours!

PUB NPW NPRU NP Last 16 LOCAL POTY Y Q L CM G E NI RI 21 R TS

POINTS 15 12 8 5 9 5 1 3 1 10 4 2 1

Red Cow 2015=5 9 4 1 3 1 4 1 5 28

Nags 
Head

2017=12 2017,’18,’19,’20=20 6 5 1 1 3 45

White 
Horse

2012=15 2013, ’16 =16 2013,’14,’16,’17=20 9 4 1 1 2 66

Kings 
Head

2013=15 ‘11,’13,’16,’19= 
48

’11,’13,’16,’19,’20= 
40

’11,’13,’15,’16,’17,’19,
’20,’21= 40

9 4 1 1 1 158

Green 
Man

2007= 8 2021= 5 9 5 1 1 4 29

Pubs in Nirvana

Where: NPW= National POTY Winner; NPRu= National POTY Runner-up; NP Last 
16= Regional Winner; Y= Years in GBG from 2013 -2021; Q= Range of Beer (7 or more 
handpumps= 5 points;5-6=4;4=3;3=2;2=1); L= Locale status accredited; CM= Cask Marque 
status; G=Grade II listed status; E= in GBG every year (only 5 are left); NI= Heritage Interior 
of National Importance; RI= Heritage Interior of Regional Importance; 21= in GBG 2021; 
R=Rank; TS= Total Score

P.S. Y= 9 maximum score, as I only had the 2013-2021 editions available!

Bernie Brindle



This time we opted for local craft breweries. 
In Höganäs (Highnose) we have three of 
them. Highnose Brewery is the largest, the 
two smaller ones are Kullens Brewery and Vikens Brewery. Kullen is arguing that they are 
possibly the worlds smallest but it is doubtful; I have been there.

The team consisted of three well known gentlemen from previous sampling: Christian; 
Torbjörn; and myself.

We went for quite easy beer, lager, IPA and some a bit more special.

The first one out was Revolt Lager from Kullen. It is unfiltered so a bit cloudy with an 
amber colour. The parfume was in the middle range. The taste was a good mix between 
citra and hops, or between American and German Lager.

Second sample was Fortets IPA (the Fortresses IPA) from Viken. A bit more heavy than 
the first one. unfiltered and cloudy with darker amber. A very nice bitterness from the 
hops.

The classical Höganäs APA continued. I believe that this was the very first brew from 
Highnose Brewery when it started the serious brewing business in the region. It still holds 
a premium position. A close to clear rubyness and a nice aroma of malt and hops. A fine 
and long taste with hints of mango and citrus.

Now we have two a bit more developed brews from Highnose Brewery. Four Stroke is, as 
the name suggests, a brew with four different cereals (barley, wheat, rye and oats) and 
hops. Orange in colour with a fresh and soft bitterness.

Finally there is the brand new Highnose – NEIPA, Read New England IPA. Once again four 
cereals. With Mosaic and Citraic hops it gives a very drinkable beer with some tropical 
fruit in the end.

And to finish I will give you a few words on why one should drink craft beer instead of 
industrial beer. Torbjörn brought to the sampling a six-pack of Grimbergen Blonde. It is a 
nice Belgian Beer that I drank when I was, of course, on situ in Grimbergen. A nice Belgian 
Abbaye (monastery) beer with typical Belgian taste. The Grimbergen that Torbjörn 
brought was alike in taste. But, then looking at the label at the back of the bottle. Carlsberg 

Deutschland – Brewed in Poland!?

When you drink Craft Beer, the ingredients 
are from quite a few places but, most likely, 
the water is local. And most important, the 
Craftmanship is local.

Your foreign correspondent 

Bo Caperman

Beersampling 
in Highnose  
– Local breweries
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THE ROYAL OAK
CUSTOM HOUSE QUAY

WEYMOUTH
01305 761343

Opening Times 
Monday – Thursday 11am-
11pm
Friday & Saturday 10am-2am
Sunday 1030am – 11pm

 ϗ Cask Marque Accredited
 ϗ A wide selection of alternating 

Ales
 ϗ 12 Real Ciders on at all times
 ϗ 20% CAMRA Discount

Find us on Facebook! 
The Royal Oak


